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in reaction waves as a mechanism
for energy concentration
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Spatially propagating reaction waves are central to a variety of energy applications, such as high

temperature solid phase or combustion synthesis, and thermopower waves. In this paper, we identify

and study a previously unreported property of such waves, specifically that they can generate

temperatures far in excess of the adiabatic limit. We show that this superadiabaticity occurs when a

reaction wave in either one dimension (1D) or two dimensions (2D) impinges upon an adiabatic

boundary under specific reaction and heat transfer conditions. This property is studied analytically and

computationally for a series of 1D and 2D example systems, producing an estimate of the upper bound

for excess temperature rise as high as 1.8 times the adiabatic limit, translating to temperatures

approaching 2000 K for some practical materials. We show that superadiabaticity may enable several

new types of energy conversion mechanisms, including thermophotovoltaic wave harvesting, which we

analyze for efficiency and power density.
Broader context

Heat at low temperatures is one the hardest forms of energy to convert to electrical power. At the same time, it constitutes an abundant and widely distributed
form of energy. Thermodynamic limits bracket low temperature energy conversion, but practical conversion technologies also benet from higher temperature
differences in operation. Concepts that allow the spatial concentration and transfer of heat from a higher temperature reservoir can dramatically improve energy
conversion. In this work, we identify a new mechanism whereby chemical energy can be converted to heat at temperatures in excess of the adiabatic limit,
spatially concentrated into a reacting wavefront. This superadiabaticity occurs when a fuel decomposes or reacts to form a self-propagating reaction wave
impinging upon an adiabatic boundary. Under a range of conditions, temperatures in excess of the adiabatic limit can be reached, thus upgrading the value of
the energy source to a higher temperature and spatially focusing it at the boundary for more efficient harvesting. This theory motivates several new energy
conversion technologies, including a thermophotovoltaic wave system that allows one to operate a fuel reaction using superadiabaticity, generating thermionic
emission not otherwise possible for capture using high efficiency photovoltaics. This theory of superadiabaticity has the potential to realize higher efficiency
energy conversion technologies in this way.
1. Introduction

In an exothermic reaction, the maximum temperature that can
be attained is bounded by the adiabatic reaction limit.1–3 The
adiabatic temperature rise, similar to the adiabatic ame
temperature3 or adiabatic combustion temperature of a system,4

corresponds to the condition at complete chemical conversion
whereby the enthalpy of reaction is translated into sensible heat
of the product mixture without phase change. This limiting
temperature is an inherent reactant property and determined
exclusively by thermodynamics. Reaction temperature, in turn,
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is central to energy conversion mechanisms for a variety of
reasons. It sets the high temperature reservoir for Carnot effi-
ciency via the 2nd law of thermodynamics.5–7 It also determines
the relative weighting of thermal energy transport mechanisms
with poor efficiency such as conduction against those of high
efficiency such as radiation.8–10 For many energy conversion
technologies, such as thermoelectrics,6,7 thermophoto-
voltaics,11–13 and combustion synthesis,4 performance metrics
such as efficiency, power density or nal product properties are
governed by temperature. In these processes, their overall effi-
ciency increases with increased temperature. Hence, mecha-
nisms that concentrate thermal energy and elevate temperature
have utility in such conversion technologies.

Reaction waves feature prominently in the analysis of
combustion synthesis or solid phase materials synthesis,4,14 and
more recently as an electrical energy generation mechanism in
thermopower waves.15 Reaction waves exhibiting self-propaga-
tion have been previously studied by Zeldovich and Frank-
Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402 | 3391
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Kamenetskii who investigated ame propagation for gaseous
mixtures.16,17 Abrahamson et al. studied 1D reaction waves for
solid fuels and found an analytical expression for the system
temperature.18 Ji-Huan He performed an analysis to obtain an
expression for the condition to obtain oscillatory thermal waves
in a non-adiabatic system.19 Weber et al. obtained expressions
for temperature proles of the reaction wavefront for both
gaseous and solid fuels.20 Numerical analysis of the governing
heat and mass balance equations was also carried out by Weber
et al.,20 Mercer et al.21–23 and Gray et al.17

In this work, we identify for the rst time the property of
superadiabaticity that occurs when a reaction wave in either one
dimension (1D) or two dimensions (2D) impinges upon an
adiabatic boundary under specic but broadly applicable
conditions, leading to a temperature rise above the adiabatic
limit. Superadiabaticity is shown to enable the concentration of
thermal energy, increasing the reaction temperature to up to 1.8
times the adiabatic limit. For example, for an energetic material
like nitrocellulose which shows an adiabatic temperature rise of
about 1100 K, superadiabatic temperatures up to 2000 K are
possible. This superadiabaticity can form the basis of new
energy conversion schemes. Thermal radiation is a transfer
mechanism more easily captured and efficiently converted than
conduction. Increasing the temperature will allow us to effec-
tively harvest an increased amount of energy transported via
radiation by using high efficiency energy conversion technolo-
gies such as photovoltaics. In this work, we propose how a
thermophotovoltatic wave system can be used to convert
chemical energy to electrical energy with efficiency and power
density predicted to increase for superadiabatic conditions.

We begin by reviewing past work in the eld of numerical
analysis of reaction waves. Then, we demonstrate our new
nding of superadiabaticity by numerical analysis of different
types of reaction systems. Finally, we demonstrate the operation
of a thermophotovoltaic wave system for energy conversion
from chemical to electrical energy.
2. Introduction to reaction waves for
energy conversion

In this section, we review previous work on reaction waves,
specically their temperature and velocity when propagating at
steady state. We discuss results for numerical analysis of 1D
reaction waves and 2D reaction wave systems simplied to 1D
systems. The equations presented in this section act as a
precursor for our analysis of superadiabaticity.

Consider a reaction wave propagating in a 1D incompress-
ible, immobilized medium according to 1st order reaction
kinetics without phase change. The corresponding version of
Fourier's law that applies is shown in eqn (1):

rCp

dT

dt
¼ k

v2T

vx2
þ ð�DHÞk0We�

Ea

RT (1)

dW

dt
¼ � k0We�

Ea

RT (2)
3392 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402
In the heat transfer eqn (1), r is the density of fuel, Cp is the
specic heat capacity of the fuel, T is the temperature, x is the
distance coordinate, k is the thermal conductivity of the fuel,
(�DH) is the exothermic heat of reaction, k0 is the rst order
reaction constant and Ea is the activation energy of the fuel
reaction. In the mass transfer eqn (2), W is the mass concen-
tration of the fuel. The Arrhenius form of rate constant is used
for the assumed 1st order reaction mechanism for fuel reaction.
For solid fuels, the diffusion term in the mass balance equation
is ignored. Both of these equations are non-dimensionalized to
give the following non-dimensional variables: temperature u,
time s, mass w, and distance x.

u ¼ R

Ea

T ; s ¼ tð� DHÞRk0

CpEa

¼ tk0

b
; w ¼ W

r
;

x ¼ x

��
rCp

k

��ð�DHÞk0R
CpEa

��1
2

(3)

The non-dimensional governing equations for heat and
mass transfer are eqn (4) and (5):

vu

vs
¼ v2u

vx2
þ we�

1
u (4)

dw

ds
¼ �bwe�

1
u (5)

While the adiabatic temperature rise for a reaction accounts
for the specic heat capacity of the reaction mixture, traditional
numerical analysis of self-propagating reaction waves analyzing
systems based on solid fuel dene the adiabatic temperature
rise as 1/b which depends only on the reacting solid fuel's
properties.18,23,24

Hence, the inverse non-dimensional adiabatic temperature
rise in the system aer the fuel has completely reacted is rep-
resented by b 18 where (�DH)/Cp is the dimensional adiabatic
temperature rise.

b ¼ CpEa

ð�DHÞR (6)

We exclude the case of a phase change as the reaction
proceeds from reactants to products. The adiabatic temper-
ature rise can be either found experimentally by using a
calorimeter or calculated analytically by assuming an
exothermic reaction and its products. Values of the adiabatic
temperature rise for various fuels have been calculated by
Hada et al.2

Abrahamson et al. performed a numerical analysis of this
system of equations for 1D self-propagating waves for solid
fuels by using COMSOL, a nite element method soware for
partial differential equations.24 An analytical expression for
the reaction wave temperature prole, uana, was found using
a logistic function.18,24 We make use of this expression when
studying superadiabaticity in an adiabatic batch reactor
system.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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uana ¼ 1=b

ð1þQe cQðx�csÞÞ1=Q
(7)

In eqn (7), c is the constant reaction wavefront velocity. Here,
Q ¼ f(b) is a system property and is related to the curvature of
the temperature prole near the asymptotes and informs the
wave symmetry at the reaction front. This analytical expression
for the steady wave, uana, was used with the non-dimensional
form of the equations along with Dirichlet boundary conditions
to obtain an expression for the wave velocity c:

c ¼ e
�
�
b

2

�
ð1þQÞ1=Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b

Q

"
� 1þ ð1þQÞ

ð1þQÞ
Q

#vuut (8)

Also, an expression for Q(b) was obtained by empirical
analysis.

Q ¼ 0.0061b3 � 0.077b2 + 1.2531b � 0.208 (9)

Choi et al. introduced the experimental realization of the
concept of thermopower waves to convert chemical energy to
electrical energy using self-propagating chemical reaction
waves.15While that workmainly focused onmulti-walled carbon
nanotubes as thermal conduits, there have been other advances
in the eld of thermopower waves. As described in a recent
review paper on thermopower waves,25 apart from multi-walled
carbon nanotubes, other conduits such as single-walled carbon
nanotubes,26,27 ZnO,28 Bi2Te3 on alumina and terracotta,29

Sb2Te3 on alumina and terracotta,30 MnO2 on alumina31 and
Sb2Te3 on carbon nanotubes32 have also been tested for
launching thermopower waves. All these systems have a
common feature of self-propagating reaction waves launched
on thermal conduits with specic thermal and electrical prop-
erties, and all such waves can be theoretically described by
simplied system of equations given by eqn (4) and (5).

Recently, Ji-Huan He performed analysis on various systems
of equations that model soliton waves,19 which are the solution
to non-linear partial differential equations that give rise to non-
diffusive waves.19 The analysis carried out by Abrahamson et al.
is one example of a soliton wave. The non-diffusive nature of
such reaction waves is the cause of adiabatic temperature rise
being maintained in the region behind the reaction wavefront.
Ji-Huan He performed an analysis of modied system of equa-
tions by accounting for heat loss from the thermal wave as it
moves ahead and found the condition that gives rise to oscil-
latory waves.19

Weber et al. performed an asymptotic analysis of a system of
equations for a 1D system accounting for heat loss in systems
containing gaseous and solid fuels. They derived expressions
for temperature in the region far away ahead of and behind the
wavefront as a function of position and time.20 Similarly,
expressions predicting wave velocity were found to be depen-
dent only on the value of b for both gaseous and solid fuels.

Numerical and asymptotic analyses have also been per-
formed for 2D reaction waves. Work by Mercer et al. studied a
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
generalized system of equations representative of a 1st order
reaction occurring in a 2D system.21 To study these dependent
partial differential equations, a numerical analysis was carried
out by a conventional nite difference scheme for the spatial
coordinates and an Euler scheme for the time variable.
Numerical analysis was also carried out by reducing the 2D
model to a 1D model by using ‘center-manifold analysis’.
Results obtained from both methods of analyses support the
existence of self-propagating reaction waves in 2D. The wave
velocity analyzed using both these approaches i.e. numerical
analysis and center-manifold analysis showed good agree-
ment.21 Mercer et al.22,23 and Gray et al.17 have also performed
numerical analysis on a system of self-propagating exothermic
reaction waves.

In this paper, we study such reaction waves when impeded
by an adiabatic boundary. Under certain system conditions, our
numerical results show the system temperature rising beyond
the adiabatic temperature for both 1D and 2D reaction waves.
We have formulated an analytical expression that shows
superadiabaticity to be a function of the thermochemical
properties of the fuel and wave heat transfer properties. We
conclude by performing calculations to show how super-
adiabaticity can be used to establish a new thermophotovoltaic
wave system which can operate at higher energy conversion
efficiency because of the improved focusing of heat energy by
superadiabaticity.

3. Numerical analysis of
superadiabatic temperatures shown by
various fuel configurations with an
adiabatic boundary

A self-propagating reaction wave system can be visualized and
studied in a variety of fuel and system congurations. We begin
our study of superadiabaticity in reaction waves by considering
a simple system of a single batch reactor being initiated by a 1D
reaction wave.18 This is followed by studying increasingly
complex reaction wave systems such as multiple batch reactors
in series, a 1D layer of fuel and a 2D fuel layer, each with a
simple Gaussian heat input and an adiabatic boundary.

3.1. Superadiabaticity in a batch reactor with an adiabatic
boundary and an incoming 1D reaction wave initiation

Consider a region of fuel in a layer, equivalent to a single batch
reactor being surrounded by an adiabatic boundary. Fig. 1a
shows a schematic of such a system. On one side of the reactor,
it is exposed to a self-propagating reaction wave that acts as a
source of ignition. The other side of the reactor is an adiabatic
boundary. The reactor can only exchange heat with the
incoming wave and not with any region of its surrounding
atmosphere.

The temperature of this fuel is governed by the energy
balance eqn (10).

mCp

dT

dt
¼ ð�DHÞ

�
� dW

dt

�
þ
�
kA

d

�
ðTana � TÞ (10)
Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402 | 3393
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Fig. 1 Schematic of various reactor configurations used to illustrate
superadiabaticity. (a) A batch reactor with adiabatic boundary,
receiving heat input from a 1D self-propagating reaction wave. (b)
Multiple batch reactors in series used to simulate a self-propagating
reaction wave. Only the first batch reactor receives heat input. The last
reactor has an adiabatic boundary and cannot exchange heat with the
surroundings. (c) A 1D fuel layer with a Gaussian temperature input. (d)
A 2D fuel layer, also with a Gaussian temperature input.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic showing a batch reactor subjected to a 1D self-
propagating reaction wave input. (b) For a single batch reactor,
contour plot for (umax)b as a function of 1 # b # 25 with a step size of
0.1 and 0 # g # 10�4 with a step size of 10�7. The area included in the
dashed box shows region predicted to show superadiabaticity. (c)
Contour plot for (umax)b for extended values of 0 # g # 1 with a step
size of 10�4.
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The heat transfer between the fuel layer and the incoming 1D

reaction wave is accounted for by the term
�
kA
d

�
ðTana � TÞ. The

temperature prole of this self-propagating 1D reaction wave is
given by Tana, the thermal conductivity of the fuel is denoted by
k, the surface area of heat exchange is A and d is the thickness of
a hypothetical membrane that limits the transfer. Thus (A/d)
corresponds to the main length scale for heat exchange. A
simple rst order reaction rate equation with Arrhenius rate
constant is used in the fuel mass balance.

dW

dt
¼ � k0We�Ea

RT (11)

The corresponding non-dimensional forms of the equations
are shown in eqn (12) and (13), using the same non-dimen-
sional variables previously dened in eqn (3).

du

ds
¼

�
1

b

��
� dw

ds

�
þ ðgbÞðuana � uÞ (12)

dw

ds
¼ � bwe�

1
u (13)

where uana ¼ 1=b

ð1þ Qe cQðx�csÞÞ1=Q

Here, the analytical temperature prole uana starts at a
distance x ¼ x0 from the reactor and it affects the time it takes
for the wave to reach the batch reactor. The value of x0 is chosen
to generate a dened region of zero reaction, (x ¼ x0) > cs. As
time progresses, the self-propagating wave approaches the
batch reactor and the (non-dimensional) temperature rises to
(1/b) i.e. (ub) � 1. The dimensionless heat transfer coefficient

for the batch reactor is g ¼ kA
Cpr

1
k0
. Both b and g are dependent

on the fuel and system properties respectively and are hence
3394 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402
tunable. Changing the geometry of the reactor or fuel layer
alters g while the source of the fuel modies b.

In our work, the set of coupled differential eqn (12) and (13)
was numerically solved using MATLAB ordinary differential
equation solver ode15s. We study the value of the normalized
variable (ub), which equals 1 for the adiabatic temperature. For
a chosen value of b and g, let us refer to the maximum
temperature reached in the system as umax and the time at
which it occurs as smax. In Fig. 2, we plot color maps of (umaxb)
for various values of b and g.

As seen from Fig. 2, the numerical results show that super-
adiabatic temperatures up to values of (ub) � 1.8 exist for
certain values of b and g. Fig. 2b shows an output for (umaxb)
reached by the fuel in the reactor zone for the values (1 # b #

25) and (0# g# 10�4) and x0 ¼ 5000. We chose values of b that
are comparable to previously studied systems,18,24 and we chose
g values to account for a wide range of system heat transfer
properties. Superadiabaticity is observed to be dependent on
both b and g with b having a greater inuence on existence of
temperatures beyond the predicted (ub) ¼ 1. Interaction
between factors such as the energy of activation, heat of reac-
tion, specic heat capacity of fuel and the heat loss coefficient
determines whether the fuel layer demonstrates super-
adiabaticity under these conditions. As seen from Fig. 2, fuels
with b between values of 5 to 15 have the potential to exhibit
superadiabatic temperatures. As the value of g increases, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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rate at which the fuel loses heat increases and accordingly for
high enough values of g, no value of b can show superadiabatic
temperature rise. If we extend the analysis for a less ne step
size in g but for values of g up to 1, superadiabaticity ceases to
exist for any value of b.

We note that the problem addressed in this work is one of
closed reactant mass. The reactant mass and heat transfer rate
cannot be adjusted independently. This closed mass condition
is the case considered by Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenetskii and
Mercer et al.,16,23 and corresponds to the physical systems of
solid phase inorganic synthesis, thermopower wave generation,
and combustion synthesis. A trivial superadiabatic result arises
if one allows reactant injection at regular intervals along the
length of a propagating wave, but the result is a temperature
that increases linearly and without bound along the length,
leading to an unphysical system.

An order of magnitude analysis was performed on the
governing heat balance equation in order to obtain an esti-
mate of the bounds on the value of superadiabaticity.
Assuming a continuous temperature prole, the temperature
prole undergoes a maximum at the point of super-
adiabaticity. Thus at temperature umax, as shown in Fig. 3, the
rst order derivative of temperature u with respect to time s
should be equal to zero.

du

ds
¼

�
1

b

��
� dw

ds

�
þ ðgbÞðuana � uÞ

0 ¼
�
1

b

��
� dw

ds

�
þ ðgbÞðuana � uÞ (14)

r

�
1

b

��
dw

ds

�
¼ ðgbÞðuana � umaxÞ

Using substitution from eqn (13), we get:

r� we
� 1
umax ¼ ðgbÞðuana � umaxÞ
Fig. 3 Calculated temperature profile at the end-point of the reaction
domain as a function of time, showing superadiabatic temperature
umax. According to the principles of derivatives, at the point of maxima,
the first order derivative of temperature with respect to time will be
zero.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
If we�
1

umax ¼ 0, there is no superadiabaticity. Thus, theoretically,
the superadiabatic temperature is only attained at a non-zero
fuel concentration.

umax ¼ uana þ we
� 1

umax

gb
(15)

Eqn (15) is an implicit equation for umax. The 2
nd term in eqn

(15) accounts for heat generation within the reactor zone, and
constants g and b are critical to determine umax. Eqn (15) allows
one to evaluate the maximum possible value of super-
adiabaticity that can be theoretically obtained for a chosen
system.

To validate our results from Fig. 2, we solve eqn (15) for w
by choosing g ¼ 10�5 and using corresponding numerical
values for umaxb from Fig. 2. In order to obtain bounds on
the maximum value possible for umax, we use maximum
possible value of uana ¼ 1/b. As can be seen from Fig. 4,
systems showing superadiabatic temperatures show such
temperatures for low values of w. Thus, by calculation using
eqn (15), we show physically possible values of fuel concen-
trations at which systems might show superadiabatic
temperature.
3.2. Superadiabatic temperature rise in a system of multiple
batch reactors in series

We now study another system capable of superadiabatic
behavior: a system of batch reactors in series. This system
creates a fuel reaction and temperature prole effect similar to
that observed in propagation of a reaction wave through a single
continuous fuel domain. As can be seen from Fig. 1b, heat
provided to the rst reactor initiates an exothermic reaction,
releasing heat which propagates to the next reactor. An adia-
batic boundary condition imposed at the last reactor has the
potential to concentrate the resulting reaction wave to temper-
atures exceeding the adiabatic limit. The system of non-
dimensional equations for reactor n at time point i is given by:
Fig. 4 w as a function of 1 # b # 25 with a step size of 0.1 calculated
using eqn (15) with g ¼ 10�5, uana ¼ 1/b and corresponding numerical
values of (umaxb) from Fig. 2. On the right hand side y-axis is the
numerical data extracted from Fig. 2 for (umaxb) values corresponding
to g ¼ 10�5. This is for the case of a batch reactor subjected to a 1D
self-propagating reaction wave input. We see that reactors which
show superadiabatic temperature do so for w � 0. For systems
showing maximum temperature of adiabatic temperature rise, they do
so before complete conversion.

Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402 | 3395
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�
dun;i

dsi

�
¼ gnðun�1;i � 2un;i þ unþ1;iÞ þ

�
wn;ie

� 1
un;i

�
(16)

dwn;i

dsi
¼ �bwn;ie

� 1
un;i (17)

where

gn ¼
hAnEa

k0Rð�DHÞCref

: (18)

In eqn (16), the le hand side term corresponds to changes
in the temperature of the nth reactor with respect to time. The
two terms on the right hand side correspond to heat exchange
with the reactor that lies before and aer the nth reactor and the
heat released because of reaction of the fuel in the nth reactor.
gn again stands for a non-dimensional heat transfer term that
accounts for heat exchange between reactor n and the adjacent
reactors n � 1 and n + 1. In eqn (18), h is the heat transfer
coefficient governing exchange of heat across reactors over the
shared surface area An and containing Cref amount of fuel.

This coupled system of equations was solved using ode
solver ode15s in MATLAB. A system of 50 equal-sized reactors
(n ¼ 50) was solved for a common heat transfer rate corre-
sponding to gn¼ 10�5. A non-zero input temperature u0¼ 0.075
was used to start the reaction in the rst reactor. The output
temperatures of each of the reactors were analyzed with respect
to time. We note that the temperature prole of the reactors in
series is approximately described by the continuous wave
solution derived previously.18 As anticipated, this system also
demonstrates superadiabatic temperature rise where (ub) > 1.
Fig. 5b shows the temperature prole in each of the entire
system of reactors, just aer the last reactor has reached
complete conversion. As can be seen, all the reactors except the
last one are at the adiabatic temperature rise i.e. (ub ¼ 1).
However, the last reactor, which cannot lose heat in any way
except via reection to the penultimate reactor, shows
Fig. 5 (a) Schematic to study superadiabaticity in a system of multiple
Temperature (ub) at the time point just after the last reactor reacts c
superadiabatic temperature. (c) Comparing temperature (ub) for reactors
self-propagating reaction wave as a function of similarity variable h(x,s).

3396 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402
superadiabatic temperature. In Fig. 5c, we plot the normalized
temperature (ub) as a function of the similarity variable h ¼ x �
cs, which captures the effect of wave propagation with distance
travelled with respect to time. We compare the temperature
prole of any two reactors, say reactor 25 and 35, to that of the
1D self-propagating reaction wave as obtained by using the
analytical expression in eqn (7). As can be deduced from the
gure, because of the nature of this numerical simulation, each
of the reactors exhibits a superadiabatic temperature during the
course of its reaction. Thus, any such fuel system with adiabatic
boundaries exhibits superadiabatic temperature when nearing
the end of its reaction.

In this system, the temperature of the reactor spikes to
superadiabatic temperature once the temperature wavefront
reaches an adiabatic boundary. The concept of super-
adiabaticity arises because of unequal time scales for heat
exchange. While heat is given out by the reaction with the

representative time scale of
1
k0
, the heat is lost by the system by

representative conductive heat loss governed by the time scale��
A
d

�2	 k
rCp

�
. An imbalance between these time scales leads

to a sudden accumulation of heat in the system leading to
superadiabatic temperatures. According to Fourier's law, we
expect such a superadiabatic system to start losing heat back-
wards into the system.

3.3. Superadiabacity from reaction waves over continuous
reaction domains

Over a continuous reaction domain, superadiabacity can be
observed when the resulting reaction wave impinges upon an
adiabatic boundary condition. Fig. 6a shows a schematic of a 1D
fuel layer along the dimension x. The coupled partial differen-
tial eqn (4) and (5) were solved using COMSOL. The simulation
was carried out to study a non-dimensional domain 7000 units
long and for b ¼ 4. The total time of the simulation was chosen
batch reactors in series, with the first reactor receiving input heat. (b)
ompletely. As seen from the figure, the last reactor shows elevated
25 and 35 (of a total 50 reactors), with the analytical solution for a 1D

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of a system of a 1D fuel layer with a Gaussian heat input. (b) Plots for temperature along the length of the 1D domain.
Each curve corresponds to the temperature profile at one time point. Output is obtained from COMSOL simulation for conditions b ¼ 4 for
x¼ (0 : 2 : 7000) and s¼ (0 : 500 : 200 000). (c) Temperature at the last boundary point of the 1D domain plotted as a function of time. The peak
in temperature corresponds to a superadiabatic temperature.
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such that the fuel reaction would reach completion. Similar
to the previous18,24 analyses, we observe steady state wave
propagation; however, in this case we examine the limit of
the wave impingement upon the adiabatic boundary. Fig. 6b
plots the temperature of the wavefront as a function of distance,
for each time point where calculations were performed.
Each colored trace corresponds to the snapshot of temperature
along the domain length at different reaction times. As the
reaction proceeds, the temperature behind the wavefront rea-
ches a value of (1/b) as expected. The simulation was conducted
at b ¼ 4 and hence we observe a steady state (non-dimensional)
temperature of about u¼ 0.25. As the wavefront approaches the
adiabatic boundary, the temperature becomes superadiabatic.
Over time, this temperature peak loses its heat back into the
system. In Fig. 6c, we plot the temperature at the domain
boundary with respect to time s. This plot clearly shows
superadiabaticity with maximum temperature value almost
up to (ub) � 1.26 as against the steady state propagation
temperature of (ub) � 1.07.
3.4. Superadiabacity in 2D reaction systems

We next study the concept of bounded self-propagating waves in
two-dimensional (2D) systems. While the previously discussed
work by Mercer,21–23 Weber,20 and others show the presence of
2D self-propagating waves, we also conrm it by using a
different and simplied system of equations. For an isotropic
system with uniform physical properties in all directions, a 2D
Cartesian coordinate system is mathematically equivalent to a
1D radial system of equations, and is computationally less
expensive than solving the 2D Cartesian equations. Here, we
examine the radial 1D system shown in Fig. 7a, where an
adiabatic boundary is established at the circumference at
r ¼ rmax. The governing set of non-dimensional 1D radial
coordinate system equations for a solid fuel reaction are given
by eqn (19) and (20).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
vu

vs
¼ 1

r

�
v

vr

�
r
vu

vr

��
þ e�1=uw (19)

dw

ds
¼ �bwe�1=u (20)

The non-dimensional radial coordinate is represented by
r. A numerical solution for the above set of equations was
obtained using COMSOL. Again, the simulation was carried
out to study a non-dimensional domain of size (rmax ¼ 7000
units) for b ¼ 4, and the total time of the simulation was
chosen such that the fuel reaction would reach completion. A
Gaussian temperature peak was used for initiating the
reaction:

u0 ¼ ge
� r2

wd þ uambient (21)

In eqn (21), g corresponds to the maximum intensity of the
Gaussian peak (i.e. the maximum input temperature) and wd

corresponds to the width of the peak. The numerical results
were analyzed to study the steady state propagation of the wave
by considering the adiabatic boundary condition. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, the results show the existence of a self-propa-
gating reaction wave.

Fig. 7b is similar to Fig. 6b. Both these plots demonstrate
self-propagating waves along a distance coordinate. As in the
case of the 1D (Cartesian) thermal wave, the maximum
temperature reached behind a steady-state 1D radial thermal
wave was found to be proportional to (1/b). This feature was
conrmed for a range of b values from 3 to 10, as shown in
Fig. 7c.

Aer conrming the existence of these waves, wemoved onto
computationally expensive 2D Cartesian simulations for a
physically 2D system, where x1 and x2 are the two perpendicular
non-dimensional distance coordinates.
Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402 | 3397
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Fig. 7 (a) Schematic to study self-propagating reaction waves in a 1D radial system of a layer of fuel with a Gaussian heat input. (b) Output from a
1D radial reaction wave simulation. Simulation parameters used were: b¼ 4 for r¼ (0 : 2 : 7000) and s¼ (0 : 500 : 200 000). u0 was set using g¼
0.1 and wd ¼ 5000. The figure plots u vs. r for multiple time points. (c) Non-dimensional steady state propagation temperature uss plotted with
respect to (1/b). As expected, we observe that uss � (1/b) as the 2D wave becomes a 1D reaction front. The upshift in the points is because of the
initiation condition.
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vu

vs
¼ v2u

vx1
2
þ v2u

vx2
2
þ we�

1
u (22)

dw

ds
¼�bwe�

1
u (23)

To study the 2D Cartesian system, the initial Gaussian peak
condition was also modied to a 2D Cartesian form:

u0 ¼ ge
� x1

2þx2
2

wd þ uambient (24)

Simulations were carried out with adiabatic boundary
condition at all the boundaries.

vu

vx1






boundary

¼ vu

vx2






boundary

¼ 0 (25)

Fig. 1d shows schematic of a square fuel layer receiving
temperature input in the form of a Gaussian curve. Simulations for
such a square geometry re-conrmed existence of self-propagating
two dimensional reaction waves. The temperature behind the
wavefront was found to be proportional to (1/b). This type of system
also showed superadiabaticity where a sudden rise in temperature
was observed once the wave reached the boundary, because there is
no ‘forward’ path to lose heat generated by the exothermic reaction
of the fuel. This leads to the heat being conned to the region near
the boundary, and leads to increased temperature. Experimentally,
while it is not possible to obtain perfectly adiabatic conditions, it is
possible to reduce heat loss by tuning experimental conditions
such as carrying out the reaction in vacuum to reduce convective
losses or performing the reaction in an enclosed chamber with
walls having low thermal conductivity.

For the purpose of conrming superadiabaticity in addi-
tional 2D systems, a fuel layer in the shape of an equilateral
3398 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402
triangle was selected to explore the effect of geometry, as shown
in Fig. 8. The reaction is initiated with heat along the bottom
edge of the triangle, with the form given below:

u0 ¼ ge
� x2

2

wd þ uambient (26)

Fig. 8a–d show color maps of the temperature across the
triangular fuel layer as the reaction wave propagates. Here, the
system exhibits a superadiabatic temperature rise at s ¼ 360.
Fig. 8e plots temperature (ub) at the two vertices of an equilat-
eral triangle: vertex 1 is at one of the corners along the edge
where the reaction is initiated, and vertex 2 is at the corner
opposite the initiation edge. The temperature peak shown by
vertex 2 demonstrates superadiabaticity.

This result opens up new avenues for research to study the
bounds of superadiabaticity in 2D domains. Preliminary work
on 2D numerical COMSOL simulations for different shapes for
2D fuel conduits show interesting temperature proles, in that
edges or regions of adiabatic boundary show varying degrees of
superadiabaticity. Future work in this area will focus on
studying these waves and heat reection in such systems in
more detail. Wave-guides can be designed to maximize the
temperature reached thus allowing for improved ways to harvest
chemical energy in the form of heat.
4. Applications of superadiabaticity

Superadiabaticity allows one to extract higher temperatures
from the same quantity of fuel by manipulating reaction
conditions. We propose that this has the potential to offer
advantages for converting chemical energy to electrical energy.
In systems that use a thermal conduit to aid the self-propagation
of fuel reactions, we can choose thermoelectric materials as the
thermal conduit. Therefore, higher temperatures will give rise to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 8 Output from 2D Cartesian reaction wave simulation for an equilateral triangle geometry with line initiation (g ¼ 0.25, wd ¼ 50, uambient ¼
0.018), at b¼ 4. (a–d) These sections show a color-maps of temperature across the surface of the 2D fuel layer at various time points of s¼ 0, s¼
200, s ¼ 360 and s ¼ 5000. Superadiabatic temperature can be seen at s ¼ 360 when temperature at the top vertex of the triangle shows a
maximum. (e) The figure shows presence of superadiabaticity at the top vertex of the triangle away from the line of initiation with temperature as
high as (ub) � 1.9. Peak in temperature at vertex 1 corresponds to the initiation input heat.
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an increased temperature gradient and thus increased electrical
output. It might also give an added advantage when using
materials like annealed ZnO thin lms, annealed Ga-doped ZnO
thin lms or Ga-doped ZnO alloy that exhibit Seebeck coeffi-
cients that increase with increasing temperature of operation.5,9

4.1. Modied thermophotovoltaics

A conventional thermophotovoltaic consists of a reaction
chamber that heats an emitter, which in turn gives out radiation
that is absorbed by an absorber or a photovoltaic (PV) and then
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
converted to an electrical output.11,12 Oen there is an addi-
tional lter included to moderate the wavelength of the light
incident on the photovoltaic and thus increase the efficiency of
operation.11,12 To exploit superadiabaticity, we envision a
modied thermophotovoltaic wave system where our reaction
chamber and the emitter is the reacting fuel layer.

Fig. 9a shows the schematic for a modied thermophoto-
voltaic. The device operation consists of three steps: (1) fuel
loading, possibly onto a thermal conduit, (2) chemical reaction
and (3) harvesting the radiation using a PV. Thus, overall
Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402 | 3399
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Fig. 9 (a) Schematic explaining the concept of modified thermo-
photovoltaic wave system. First step involves depositing a fuel layer,
possibly atop a thermal conduit. Fuel reaction is then initiated by
means of an external source of ignition. As the reaction wave propa-
gates, radiation is emitted by the reaction wavefront. This radiation is
harvested by a photovoltaic. (b) Comparing the power output per unit
area from modified thermophotovoltaic for different materials for PV,
studied as a function of temperature of input radiation.
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efficiency of this modied thermophotovoltaic system depends
on two factors: (1) the temperature of the reaction, which affects
the radiation emitted by the reaction, which then acts as the
input to the photovoltaic, and (2) the efficiency of the photo-
voltaic to convert the input radiation into electricity. The second
factor is dependent on the rapidly developing eld of photo-
voltaics.33 A device efficiency as high as 37.9% has been reported
for an InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs solar cell fabricated by Sharp.33 We
assume the radiation emitted by the fuel reaction is governed by
Planck's law of blackbody radiation, so that the higher the
temperature at which the radiation is emitted, the higher the
intensity of light radiated at each wavelength. Also, as the
temperature at which the radiation is emitted increases, the
wavelength at the peak of the intensity spectrum shis towards
the visible region. Currently, the best photovoltaics being
developed are designed to harvest the radiation of the visible
solar spectrum. Higher reaction temperatures disproportion-
ately shi the radiation to wavelengths that are more efficient
for visible photovoltaics to harvest. Thus, by appropriate tuning
of the system properties and proper fuel selection, we can
obtain superadiabatic temperatures, which will improve the
overall operation efficiency of the modied thermophotovoltaic
system. We have performed calculations that show that the
overall energy efficiency of this system increases as the
temperature of the input radiation increases. The PV materials
we studied were based on GaInP,34 CdTe,35 Si,36 and a large area
Si cell from Panasonic (i.e. Panasonic c-Si cell),33 in increasing
order of their efficiency.

The radiation output prole emitted by the fuel layer Bl(T) is
calculated using Planck's law. It is a function of absolute
temperature T and wavelength l. Other parameters used are
speed of light c, Boltzmann constant kB and Planck constant h.
3400 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2014, 7, 3391–3402
BlðTÞ ¼ 2hc2

l5
1

e
hc

lkBT � 1

(27)

At the same temperature, the heat losses in the form of
conduction, convection and radiation are calculated. Conduc-
tive heat loss Ld is a function of the mass of the fuel or conduit
layer (if any) mf, specic heat capacity Cp,f, duration of the fuel
reaction trxn and the area available for heat exchange A.

Ld

�
T
� ¼ mfCp;fðT � TambÞ

trxnA
(28)

Convective heat loss Lv is a function of mass of the (gaseous)
products mp, specic heat capacity Cp,p, duration of the fuel
reaction trxn and the area available for heat exchange A.

LvðTÞ ¼ mpCp;pðT � TambÞ
trxnA

(29)

Radiative heat loss Lr is given by the Stefan–Boltzmann law,
where s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant:

Lr(T) ¼ s(T4 � Tamb
4) (30)

The sum of these three heat uxes (unit of power per unit
area) is the total input in the system consisting of the photo-
voltaic and the fuel layer, although only the radiative energy will
be used by the PV to generate electrical energy. In order to
calculate the output of electrical energy from the system, the
input radiation curve Bl(T) is then super-imposed over the
external quantum efficiency (EQE) curve for the photovoltaic
cell being studied. The EQE curve of a PV cell measures the
efficiency with which the cell can convert the incident photons
(i.e. absorbed radiation) into electricity. In order to obtain the
total output from the cell, this value of product of EQE with the
input radiation spectrum is integrated over the entire range of
wavelength to obtain the net power output.

Lout(T) ¼
Ð
Bl(T) � EQE(l)dl (31)

The overall efficiency of the system E is calculated as a ratio
of the net electrical power output upon the total input to the
system.

EðTÞ ¼ LoutðTÞ
LdðTÞ þ LvðTÞ þ LrðTÞ (32)

From our calculations, as seen in Fig. 9b, an increase in
temperature gives an improved output in power obtained per
unit area of the photovoltaic cell. Also, photovoltaic devices of
materials such as Si which have a higher overall efficiency can
make better use of this improved input leading to a much
higher output at higher temperatures, especially when
compared to lower overall efficiency photovoltaic cells such as
GaInP and CdTe. Improvement in temperature of the input
radiation from 1000 K to 2000 K leads to an almost 4000-fold
increase in output power per unit area.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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For carrying out calculations for efficiency of thermophoto-
voltaics at different temperatures of input radiation, as shown
in eqn (32), the temperature dependent output from the ther-
mophotovoltaic system is calculated using the Planck's law and
the photovoltaic cell's EQE curve (Fig. 9b). Calculations per-
taining to the input to the system are based off of a preliminary
experiment carried out in our lab where about a 4 second long
reaction wave of 60 mg of nitrocellulose was launched over the
thermal conduit of 44 mg of aluminum over a surface area of
about 10 cm2. Since we want to perform input calculations only
as a function of temperature, we calculate the heat input not via
the fuel energy content but by calculating the total power per
unit area from all three modes of heat transfer; radiation (eqn
(30)), convection (eqn (29)) and conduction (eqn (28)). In eval-
uating the convective component of the heat transfer rate per
unit area, we assume ideal gas properties for the specic heat
capacity of gaseous products formed and about 11 moles of
gaseous products formed per mole of fuel reacted with the total
fuel content of about 0.24 moles (where molar values are based
on the case of nitrocellulose reaction).

At the input radiation temperature of 2000 K, the overall
efficiency of operation of such modied thermophotovoltaics
setup was calculated to be about 8.2% for the Panasonic c-Si
cell, about 6.9% for the conventional Si cell, about 0.7% for the
CdTe cell and just about 0.24% for the GaInP cell.

Thus, when superadiabaticity is used in combination with
high efficiency photovoltaic cells such as the Si-based photovol-
taic cells, it is possible to obtain electrical output with almost 8%
overall efficiency. These values are comparable to the demon-
strated efficiencies in the range of 0.6% to 11% for prototypes of
conventional thermophotovoltaic systems.12 Traditional ther-
mophotovoltaic reaction chambers use fossil fuels to reach high
temperatures.11,12 With this new thermophotovoltaic wave setup,
we can use novel fuels such as nitrocellulose to reach comparably
high temperatures by superadiabaticity. Moreover, this helps us
obtain higher temperatures without the disadvantage of addi-
tional nitrous oxide production at higher temperature combus-
tion reactions.11,12 Also, as mentioned before, the preliminary
calculations shown above do not account for using a lter for
wavelength selection and re-using unused photons to heat the
thermal conduit.12 Thus, there is the possibility for further
improvement in operation of the modied thermophotovoltaic
wave system.

5. Conclusion

Aer analytical and numerical analysis of heat transfer in
various systems of self-propagating reaction waves such as a self-
propagating 1D reaction wave, multiple batch reactors in series
and a self-propagating 2D reaction wave, we show the occurrence
of superadiabatic temperatures in the presence of adiabatic
boundaries. Numerical analysis of various systems of governing
heat andmass balance equations was performed using MATLAB
and COMSOL. Analytical bounds for superadiabaticity were
obtained by simplifying the governing non-linear differential
equations. For all these cases, when a reaction wave impacts on
an adiabatic boundary, the interplay of the heat retaining
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
capacity of the fuel and the heat transfer coefficient within the
system leads to superadiabaticity. Our simulations for these
cases predict temperatures up to 1.8 times higher than that
expected by the adiabatic temperature rise. This result opens up
avenues for applications in areas such as thermopower waves,
high temperature self-propagating synthesis, thermoelectrics
and modied thermophotovoltaics. Further research is needed
to take advantage of superadiabaticity to more efficiently convert
chemical energy to usable electrical energy.
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